SEEDPRO 360 PLANTER

- Single plate precision vacuum seed meter
- Simple! Precise! Affordable!
- Precise seed counts down
- Complete planters and kits to fit most commercial planters
- Multi-crop capabilities for a wide variety of planting options
- Simple infield set-up and operation
- Unique triple-roller design accurately singulates ungraded, unsized seed
- Large diameter pick-up plate means lower plate RPM’s and consistent seed pick-up
- Utilizes Case/IH pick-up plate
- One air operated cylinder per meter for simplicity
- Minimal maintenance requirements
- Available as an upgrade from the Twin Plate 2 meters
Ease of Use
- Windows XP Interface
- Large, Sunlight-Visible Display
- Resistive (Finger) Touch Screen
- USB Data Transfer

Updated Software
- Customizable Display
- Real-Time Data and Diagnostics
- Easy to Set-up and Operate
- Autonomous Control of Air Pressure, Vacuum, and Hydraulic Temperature

New Technology
- State of the Art Computer
- Modular, Updateable, Electronics
- Multiple Integrated Processors

Durability
- Monitor Sealed to IP68, NEMA 6P
- All Solid-State Electronics,
- No Moving Parts
- Most Components Rated for –40°C to 85°C (-40°F to 185°F)